
Public charging

Charging in the cityCharging at hotelsCharging at home Charging at work Charging on 
motorways

P&R

Charging at public
parking spaces

Connected to future  
energy home

How many charge 
points can I access 

with E.ON?

Can I charge 
outside the E.ON 

network?

Can I use my own 
solar energy to 

charge my electric 
vehicle?

Can I make my 
home electric 
vehicle ready?I have chosen an electric 

vehicle.
How can I charge at home?

How can I charge at 
work?

A series of customer needs emerge when “going electric”
How can I drive long 

distances and recharge fast, 
for example when I go on 

vacation?

Electrifying Fleets

Charging @E.ON:

Source/inspired by: Harms/EWE

•The DSO must be able to handle 
volatile loads so that possible 
shutdowns in electric mobility are 
avoided. 

•Avoid network expansion through 
intelligent network planning. 

DSO

                  
                     

•The CPO must create technical 
prerequisites for dealing with complex 
load situations and the associated 
network serviceability.

•The CPO must create system 
requirements for the EMP at various 
locations in its charging infrastructure 
that allow a customer offer. 

CPO

•The EMP must develop tariff-bound 
products that represent monetary 
added value for the end customer. 

•The EMP takes customers to the 
charging station.

•EMP makes technical demands on 
CPO.

EMPCustomer
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•The asset owner invests/ 
owns the charging station 

•He participates in sales. 
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•Development and 
retail of charging 
hardware
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•Retail, 
•installation, 
•maintenance, 
•service, etc.
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•development 
and retail of 
electric cars

Can I charge at 
my destination?

Can I switch to an 
electrified fleet?

Market roles:Customer Needs:

• Easy to find (App and visibility on site)

• Hassle-free handling

• Meaningful break and weather protection

• Easy to pay / roaming

• Control of energy / Eichrecht

• Easy to install

Challenges till 2040?
• Market rampup / share of electrified cars

• Charging at home and at work still 80%?

• Battery sizes

• Ultra fast charging @800V standard?

• Fully implemented ISO 15118?  

(Plug‘n‘Charge/Loadmanagement)

• Autonomous driving? UCF/HPC in the city?

From Trondheim 
to Rome:

Customer
                         
                     

Customer
                         
                     

Together, innogy and E.ON have installed more than 
36,000 charging points at customer sites in Europe 
and the USA. In Germany, for example, 200 regional 
energy companies are part of our charging and 
roaming network.

innogy and E.ON focus on smart store. The backend 
operates more than 12,000 intelligent charging
points and 100,000 charging processes per month, 
with a reliability of more than 99.8 percent.

Our ultra-fast charging stations (150 - 350 kW), 
which we are currently setting up at 180 locations, 
are a central component of the European shop
network.


